
ULSTER PLANTATION

The Plantation of Ulster was the organised colonisation (plantation) of Ulster â€“ a province of Ireland â€“ by people
from Great Britain during the reign of King.

He was kept quiet in the castle at Dublin, where he was sent as prisoner, and most of North Clannaboy had
been given to Sir Bryan MacPhelim. Wentworth's constant questioning of Catholic land titles was one of the
major causes of the Rebellion , and the principal reason why it was joined by Ireland's wealthiest and most
powerful Catholic families. At first, many of the Irish Catholic upper classes in Munster and Connacht were
reluctant to join the rebellion, especially the " Old English " community. Rebels in Cavan stated "we rise for
our religion. The Crown intended that clerics from England and the Pale convert the population to
Protestantism. Many of the Catholic Irish who emigrated from this island were no less part of settler overseas
colonisation projects than those who came to Ulster from Scotland and England. Since these former officers
did not have enough private capital to fund the colonisation, their involvement was subsidised by the City of
London the financial sector in London. With so many loopholes for legal casuistry to exercise its gifts upon, it
would be difficult for any desirable property to escape forfeiture, or for any rights to be upheld. In the main,
the province east of the Bann remained Irish until the plantation, with a large admixture of Scots, though
certain portions, such as the Newry and the Mourne district, had been handed over to Sir Nicholas Bagenal
and other Englishmen. Consequently, following the Anglo-Irish Treaty of , these four counties â€” and two
others in which they formed a sizeable minority of nearly half the population â€” remained in the United
Kingdom to form Northern Ireland. The remaining Irish landowners were granted one quarter of the land in
Ulster. Trevor Royle quotes James Turner who in his memoirs reported that after a skirmish in Kilwarlin
woods, Irish prisoners were given " bad quarter , being shot dead", [43] but two other eyewitness accounts of
the skirmish, a letter by Roger Pike and the dispatches of Major-General Robert Monro , the Protestant
commander , do not mention the killing of prisoners. In the final distribution, however, their jointures were
continued to these ladies of rank for their lives, with reversion to the Irish or to the Crown, though several of
them were removed from their own homes and settled in other districts. During the s and 90s, another major
wave of settlement took place in Ireland though not another plantation in terms of land confiscation. The Act
of Settlement stated that anyone who had held arms against Parliament was to forfeit their lands. The English
Parliament published punitive terms of surrender for Catholics and Royalists in Ireland, which included the
mass confiscation of all Catholic-owned land. Down, was studded with castles and castellated towers dating
from their occupation. Most of the population lived in small townlands, many migrating seasonally to fresh
pastures for their cattle. This army was slowly mobilised at Carrickfergus opposite the Scottish coast but was
then disbanded in mid King James issued a proclamation declaring their action to be treason , paving the way
for the forfeiture of their lands and titles. The common Irish residents were to be relocated to live near
garrisons and Protestant churches, the more ready for Protestant control. In total, during the half century
between and , , British settlers migrated to Ulster, just over half of which were English. The pre-Elizabethan
Irish population is usually divided into the "Old or Gaelic Irish", and the Old English , or descendants of
medieval Norman settlers. Moreover, the Irish Parliament's legislation had to be approved by the English
Parliament under a 15th-century ordinance known as Poynings' Law. This community settled mainly in Dublin
, as some had already been established as merchants in London. The idea of plantations had been much in the
air. Many of the Gaelic Irish practiced "creaghting" or "booleying", a kind of transhumance whereby some of
them moved with their cattle to upland pastures during the summer months and lived in temporary dwellings
during that time.


